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ASTEROID VERSUS COMET 

DISCRIMINATION FROM ORBITAL DATA 

L. KRESAK 

The orbital comet-asteroid criteria, their premises, dynamical reasoning, 
and ranges of applicability are reviewed. Mapping of all known comets and 
asteroids in a plane of energy intergral in the two body problem (1/a) vs. that 
in the restricted three-body problem (Tisserand invariant) is presented. The 
potential evolutionary paths from different sources of active comets into short-
period orbits are delineated and interfaced with the process of reducing the 
perihelion distances of the asteroids. The significance of resonances with Jupi
ter is emphasized. Statistics of observed close approaches of individual 
comets and asteroids to the Earth is analyzed to estimate their relative fluxes. 
Active cometary nuclei are found to represent about 1/8 of the flux of objects 
with radii exceeding 1 km in the vicinity of the Earth, and their contribution 
tends to diminish significantly for still smaller bodies. However, there is no 
evidence against comets leaving inactive asteroid-like nuclei with considerable 
lifetimes which may represent a significant, though secondary, source of meteors 
and even meteor streams. An overwhelming majority of the Apollo and Amor ob
jects are suggested to be of asteroidal nature; the most probable exceptions are 
selected and recommended for detailed observation. 

The comets and the asteroids represent two basic types of interplanetary 
bodies differing in composition, structure, place of origin, and evolutionary 
history. Their simplest discrimination is by appearance which is always stellar 
for the asteroids (objects of apparent diameters from O'.'OOl to 1" shining in 
reflected sunlight) and nebulous for the comets developing large atmospheres, 
and often also tails, composed of gas, plasma, dust and ice grains. However, 
this characteristic feature is time-limited: it only appears when the comet is 
near enough to the Sun, and eventually has to vanish when all its supply of 
volatiles has been exhausted. Since the sunlight reflected from the solid nucle
us of an active comet is only a small fraction of its total light, the bright
ness has to decrease drastically when the comet becomes inactive, making its 
discovery conditions most difficult. At present we know with confidence only one 
extinct comet nucleus -- denoted as asteroid 944 Hidalgo. A few short-period 
comets, in particular P/Arend-Rigaux and P.Neujmin 1, looked perfectly aster
oidal during some returns to the Sun but developed diffuse halos during others. 
It may be noted that the central condensation in the coma is sometimes so small 
that it may be mistaken for an asteroidal object on photographs. In fact, sev
eral new comets were announced and provisionally designated as asteroids (Comet 
1917 III = 1916 ZK, 1939 IV = 1939 CB, 1942 II = 1942 EA). 
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The discrimination between comets and asteroids becomes essential during 
the last phases of evolution of comets where two areas of puzzling problems stand 
out: 

(13 What is the ultimate fate of comets? Do they disintegrate completely 
or do they, after the depletion of volatiles, leave compact nuclei; and if so, 
how can these be distinguished from small asteroids? 

(2) What is the origin of meteoroids of different sizes? Can the products 
of disintegration of comets be distinguished from the fragments of asteroids 
using the orbital data alone? 

The latter problem is complicated by the fact that the motion of small 
particles is also perturbed by effects other than gravitation, especially by di
rect radiation pressure and Poynting-Robertson effect. This aspect is sometimes 
overemphasized, however, because it is overlooked that the lifetimes of meteor 
particles are short. A considerable proportion of observed meteors come from 
currently active comets, and their orbits do not reveal observable deviations 
from the parent comets in the required sense (Kresakova 1974). There are meteor 
streams whose parent bodies are unknown but their structure suggests that they 
must have formed near their present orbits. A very significant case is the well-
known Geminid stream the orbit of which resembles asteroid Icarus rather than any 
comet. Thus the problem of comet-asteroid discrimination is relevant to meteor 
astronomy as well. 

The instantaneous motion of a given body is commonly expressed by a set of 
six osculating elements defining a Keplerian, or unperturbed, orbit around the 
Sun. These elements are continuously changing due to the perturbations, and the 
existence of a strict comet/asteroid criterion would require the presence of a 
dividing surface in the phase-space of some orbital elements which would separate 
the two types of bodies and could not be crossed during their evolution. For 
meteor orbits, restricted by the earth-crossing condition, two empirical criteria 
of this kind were proposed by Whipple (1954) and Kresak (1967). Both define 
functionally a dividing curve in the a/e plane and are based solely on the dis
tribution of known comets and asteroids in this plane. A simpler criterion of 
broader use is that of aphelion distance. This is equivalent to the statement 
that orbits of the asteroids are confined to the sphere with a diameter equal 
to the heliocentric distance of Jupiter. 

All these criteria have a common drawback in considering only the geometry of 
the orbit, and apparently fail for resonant motions. The essence of the differ
ence is whether the body approaches Jupiter, and not whether its orbit does so. 
A well-known example of resonant orbits avoiding encounters with Jupiter, which 
would be classified as cometary basing on the aphelion distance alone is the 
Trojan asteroids. The importance of virtual encounters with Jupiter was stressed 
by Marsden (1970, 1971) who pointed out a most important circumstance: just 
those comets which look nearly asteroidal tend to avoid Jupiter by librating mo
tions. 

Figure 1 shows the apparent similarity of the orbits of some comets and 
asteroids. The upper series illustrates the effects of resonance. The asteroid 
of the first pair, 1036 Ganymedes, is not far from the resonance of 3/1 with the 
motion of Jupiter but does not librate in longitude; however, a coupling of the 
perturbations in inclination and eccentricity prevents closer approaches to 
Jupiter (Kozai 1962). The asteroid of the second pair, 1362 Griqua, librates 
around the 2/1 resonance so that it never passes aphelion when Jupiter is in 
this part of its orbit. The similarity of the third pair is most striking, the 
orbit of Comet Oterma being entirely indistinguishable from the librating aster
oids of the Hilda group. But just in this case the actual motion is drastically 
different. While the motion of the Hilda asteroids is stabilized in the 3/2 
resonance and avoids Jupiter, the comet was in phase with Jupiter for three 
revolutions between two close approaches. It was first captured into a short -
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Figure 1. Apparent similarity between orbits of selected comet-and-asteroid 
pairs. 

period orbit and at the next encounter ejected again. The next pair consists of 
the earth-crossing asteroid Adonis and Comet Encke which is unique by its small 
aphelion distance. If its nongravitational deceleration continues the shape of 
its orbit will become even more alike that of Adonis. The last pair is, in all 
probability, a pair of comets at different stages of physical evolution. It 
appears almost certain tht asteroid 944 Hidalgo is in fact an extinct cometary 
nucleus. 

The limited accuracy of the osculating elements obtained from positional 
observations and the presence of nongravitational forces make it impossible to 
trace the motion of comets backwards over more than one close approach to Jupiter 
(i.e., more than a few centuries, as a rule). For this reason the past evolution 
of individual real objects is essentially indeterminate. Relevant information 
can only be obtained from model computations of randomly selected sets of orbits 
-- a procedure most successfully applied in a series of papers by Everhart (1968, 
1969, 1972, 1973ab) or by using an approximation by the restricted three-body 
problem. The latter approach, already applied by a number of authors (e.g., 
Opik 1963, Rabe 1971 and 1974; Everhart 1972; Vaghi 1973 ab; Lowrey 1973; 
Whipple 1976, Kresak 1969, 1972ab, 1973) will be used here. The approximation 
is substantiated by the controlling influence of Jupiter during the critical 
phases of evolution and by quantitative comparison with other secondary effects 
(Kresak 1972b). However, since an adequate stability of the decisive parameter 
-- the Jacobi constant or Tisserand invariant -- has been questioned by Everhart 
(1976) reference to his results will often be made. 

Figure 2 shows the energy integral in the two-body problem, a-1, plotted 
against the energy integral in the rotating frame of the restricted circular 
three-body problem Sun/Jupiter/comet or asteroid, T. Both quantities are in the 
same units, AU~1, so that the values of T should be multiplied by the semimajor 
axis of Jupiter, 5.2, to convert them into the canonical units used in most 
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Figure 2. Orbital energy in the 2-body problem a~ , versus the energy in the 
rotating frame of the restricted three-body problem T with the sun 
and Jupiter. Both energies are per unit mass and expressed in AU~-

papers. Conservation of energy requires the evolutionary paths of smaller bodies 
perturbed by Jupiter to follow a horizontal direction in this diagram, with long 
periods spent relatively at rest and jumps experienced during encounters with 
Jupiter. On these occasions, the terms in the Jacobi integral containing the 
mass ratio Jupiter/Sun and reciprocal distances neglected in the Tisserand invar
iant , may become appreciable and make the body deviate from the horizontal. 
But when the approach is over and the change of the orbit is completed the body 
assumes the original value of T at the new value of a . An analysis of a number 
of encounters has shown that the changes in T are, on the average, 5% of those in 
a for time-spans of centuries, so that the scatter of the evolutionary paths 
from the horizontal is some 3° (Kresak 1972b). This is mainly due to the ec
centricity of Jupiter's orbit. A capture into a short-period orbit is represented 
by a major displacement to the right, an ejection from the solar system by a dis
placement beyond the left edge of the diagram. Libration can occur at simple 
resonances with the mean motion of Jupiter and results in small periodic dis
placements with characteristic periods of 100 - 500 years. In the case of locked 
libration the mean position may remain the same practically forever. 
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All known short-period comets (elements from Marsden 1975). numbered aster
oids (elements from Chebotarev 1975 and MPC), and all known earth-crossing aster
oids are mapped in the diagram*. The potential regions of their origin are lo
cated as follows. The main asteroid belt divided by the resonance gaps is seen 
in the middle, with the Hilda zone and the Trojan Clouds on its left. The Oort 
Cloud of comets is centered at a~* £ 0, T = 0 and runs along the left edge of 
the diagram. Only its low-inclination large-q tail comprising about 10% of 
known comets is depicted; the left-hand scale indicates the minimum perihelion 
distance corresponding to zero inclination, q0. Al alternate primary source 
of short-period comets suggested by Whipple (1964) is a circular belt near the 
orbit of Neptune running close to the circular limit on lower left. Suggested 
secondary sources are: the region of intermediate-period comets of low inclina
tion and perihelia near Jupiter (Delsemme 1973; double asterisk), a belt of 
nearly circular orbits between Jupiter and Saturn (Kresak 1972a; asterisk), and 
the Trojan Clouds (Rahe 1971 and 1974). 

One essential property of the diagram is that the evolutionary paths due 
to perturbations by other planets also appear as parallel straight lines, and 
the corresponding displacements add to those by Jupiter. Provided that the 
inclination is low the region of possible encounters with individual planets 
are delimited as shown by the full curves drawn for Jupiter, Saturn, and the 
Earth. Perturbations are most frequent and most efficient near the boundary, 
and the displacements are parallel to the tangent of this boundary at the point 
of maximum perturbation, or satellite position, corresponding to the elements of 
the planet (dashed lines). 

Another point of importance is the existence of the circular limit, a 
barrier below which no real orbits exist. Thus if a comet is started in a low-
inclination orbit far beyond Jupiter (say, q > 10) then, irrespective of its 
eccentricity, the Tisserand invariant with respect to Jupiter is high. Multiple 
capture by the outer planets, as suggested and investigated by Kazimirchak-
Polonskaya (1967, 1971, 1972) may occur. But this will force the comet to climb 
up the barrier, and a capture into a short-period orbit will become possible 
until after T has been reduced to approximately the critical value Tc = 0.58. 
This process is well illustrated by the example used by Everhart (1976) to show 
the instability of the Tisserand invariant. However, his arguments do not 
invalidate the use of the three-body approximation for the capture problem. 
It can be nicely seen from his figure that the same critical value of T is 
restored whenever the perihelion of the comet approaches the orbit of Jupiter 
thus rendering a capture into a short-period orbit possible. 

The evolution is most straightforward and therefore easiest for those 
comets which have nearly a critical value of T when entering the region of 
Jupiter for the first time. This is just the "capture region" found empirically 
by Everhart (1972) in his numerical experiments. Everhart (1976) also noted 
that comets coming from this source cannot be distinguished by orbital charac
teristics from those started in nearly circular orbits near Jupiter. This is an 
obvious consequence of the fact that the two evolutionary paths converge at the 
top of the barrier where also the comets of high original eccentricity would 
pass a stage of nearly circular orbits. As a rule, this happens before the 
comets become observable. The conventional limit of detectability of short-
period comets (q = 2.5, i small) is marked by a dotted line. 

If we proceed further up in the diagram the capture becomes less probable 
due to an increasing jovicentric velocity at the point of encounter, and the 
necessity of a favourable position of nodes. At the same time the sungrazing 
limit becomes important inasmuch as the low-inclination orbits would reduce 
their perihelion distances and age very rapidly before their aphelion approaches 

A few comets of the type of Comet Halley lie above the upper edge; 1566 
Icarus, 1865 Cerberus and 1976 AA fall outside the diagram on its lower 
right; the dot outside the margin is 1620 Geographos. 
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Jupiter. This is why Everhart (1972) in his numerical experiments could not 
find short-period orbits originating from nearly parabolic orbits of small per
ihelion distance or high inclination. 

It may be concluded that all comets entering short-period orbits have their 
Tisserand invariant smaller than, and most close to, the critical value Tc = 
0.58. On the other hand, the invariant is larger than this for all non-librating 
asteroids except 944 Hidalgo and 1973 NA. The librating asteroids are bound to 
small oscillations around a fixed point of the diagram and cannot enter comet
like orbits unless the resonance is destroyed. An escape from the resonance 
can effectively be triggered by the momentum imparted by collision and hence 
is of special importance for asteroidal fragments observable as meteorites, as 
shown by Zimmerman and Wetherill (1973) for the case of 2/1 resonance. Similar 
investigations appear desirable for resonances of 1/1, 3/2 and 5/2. It is 
interesting that the aphelia of some Amor asteroids tend to cluster near the 
mean radius of the 3/2 resonance, Q = 4.0. There is also some clustering near 
the Tisserand invariant of Mars, and it can be reasonably assumed that the 
respective orbits have been derived from close approaches to that planet. Since 
dying comets can be captured into resonance with the aid of nongravitational 
accelerations the resonance islands in the diagram represent potential regions 
of exchange from "cometary" to "asteroidal" orbital characteristics and vice 
versa. 

Admittedly, our criterion breaks down if both the aphelion and perihelion 
distances become so small that the inner planets can take over the controlling 
influence from Jupiter. The case of 1685 Toro, locked into libration with Earth 
and Venus (Williams and Wetherill 1973) shows that this is possible. On the 
other hand, the case of P/Encke demonstrates that active short-period comets 
in retrograde rotation can reduce their aphelion distances to 4 AU at least. 
Finally, we cannot disregard the possibility that some earth-approaching aster
oids are remnants of an original, much more abundant population in the region 
of terrestrial planets. Their orbits are rather stable on shorter time-scales 
(Chebotarev et al. 1972) and their collisional lifetimes are not so short that 
a fraction could not survive (Opik 1963; Wetherill and Williams 1968; Weidens-
chilling 1973). 

It appears that a great majority of the earth-approaching small asteroids 
are really of asteroidal origin. Their prevalence of 4:1, as estimated by 
Whipple (1973) seems to be a conservative lower limit. The question remains 
how the ex-comets can be distinguished from the rest. Four relevant criteria 
have already been suggested: (1) a higher geocentric velocity (Anders and 
Arnold 1965; Anders and Mellick 1971; Lowrey 1973; this criterion is also 
indicated in Figure 2); (2) orbital association with minor meteor showers 
(Sekanina 1973;) (3) possibility of reduction of the aphelion distance under 
certain assumptions on the nongravitational effects (Sekanina 1971); and (4) 
flat lightcurve pointing to a nearly spherical shape (Gehrels 1972). Classi
fications according to (1) and (2) are in good correlation, however, this must 
be taken with reserve because the detection limit of meteors depends strongly on 
velocity. Criterion (3) concerns just those objects for which explanation in 
terms of ejection of asteroids from resonance appears plausible. As regards 
(4), we cannot be sure that all cometary nuclei are nearly spherical: in fact, 
their frequent splitting may be associated with irregular wasting of the ma
terial (Whipple and Huebner 1976) leading to rotational instability of irregu
larly shaped bodies. 

All these criteria agree in 1936 CA Adonis being a first-rank candidate 
for cometary origin, however in this case three recent discoveries with similar 
dynamical characteristics should be added: 1866 Sisyphus, 1973 EA, and 1974 MA. 
The Tisserand invariant points clearly to 944 Hidalgo and 1973 NA being ex-
comets, with a marginal case of 1580 Betulia. Recoveries and precise observa-
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tions of these objects with modern astrophysical techniques would be highly 
desirable. Such observations should be extended to some librating asteroids, 
like 1362 Griqua or 1922 = 1949 HC, as it appears that dying comets tend to 
settle in resonant orbits (Marsden 1971; Franklin et al. 1975). 

As the number of known earth-approaching asteroids is growing rapidly, it 
is now possible to gather some statistical information about the relative flux 
of different types of larger interplanetary bodies in the earth environment. An 
analysis of this problem will be published elsewhere (Kres^k 1977) but some of 
the conclusions can be summarized as follows: 

About 40 objects with radii exceeding 1 km approach the Earth within 0.1 AU 
every century. 30 of them are Apollo asteroids (q < 1), five Amor asteroids 
t'q •> 1), two active short-period comets (P < 20 yr), and three active comets of 
intermediate or long period (P > 20 yr). While the sizes of the comets are 
rather uncertain and some objects from below the limit may be included, it is 
most interesting that their present statistics.seem to be essentially complete, 
in particular for the objects of longer period. There are evidently no small 
active comets, and extrapolation of the observed numbers using exponential 
incremental laws is clearly misleading. There are no known asteroidal objects 
moving in long-period orbits. Among the meteors only this type of orbit can be 
distinguished quite unambiguously; it comprises 26% of photographic meteors but 
less than 5% of their mass (based on Jacchia and Whipple 1961). For the other 
groups the discrimination is much more difficult but a relative lack of correla
tion between physical characteristics of meteors and their orbits suggests a 
cometary origin for a great majority of them (Jacchia et al. 1967). On the 
other hand, there is little difference between the orbits of some meteors and 
the meteorites which are apparently of asteroidal origin. It is important to 
note that neither a majority of meteors nor the bona fide asteroids except 
Hidalgo move in orbits typical for active comets. The missing link is the or
bital evolution of dying cometary nuclei. 

There is little doubt that below the limit of 1 km radius the prevalence of 
asteroidal objects over the cometary ones increases. Even so the large dis
proportion between active and inactive objects passing near Earth still permits 
the assumption that comets do leave small extinct nuclei the lifetimes of which 
are long compared with their active evolutionary phases. These cometary remnants 
may represent a significant source of sporadic meteoroids, and their sudden 
fragmentation by collision may even produce meteor streams. But their rate of 
release of meteoroids must be much lower than that of active comets. 
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DISCUSSION 

WETHERILL: You have made a very good summary of a complex subject. There is 
one very minor point which you mentioned which I think can be clarified. It can 
be concluded that no significant number of present Apollo objects are remnants 
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of a primordial earth-crossing population for two reasons: 1) The dynamic life
time of these bodies is about 20 - 30 million years, shorter than the value 
given by Opik. If remnants still exist, this would require an unacceptable 
large initial mass i 10°® g. 2) Any significantly larger number in the last 
3.5 x 10^ yrs. would be in conflict with the lunar and terrestrial cratering 
record, which indicates a nearly constant rate since the mare surfaces were 
formed. 

KRESAK: This is certainly true for a great majority of the original population. 
However, there seems to be a possibility of exceptionally long lifetimes con
nected with the storage of some asteroids in resonant orbits. With the aid of 
nongravitational effects (collisions, jet effects on active comets), and per
turbations by other planets, libration can be both triggered and destroyed. The 
transitions between librating and circulating motion appear to be most important 
for the survival times, and also for the changes from "cometary" to "aster-
oidal" orbits and vice versa. I agree that the outer regions of the asteroid 
belt seem to be a more suitable place for a long-term storage of objects which 
later appear as Apollos. The small aphelion distances of some of them (1976 AA!) 
would then point to a capture by the Earth. 
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